


 These term suggested by Hans Ris in 1960

 Pro – Primitive / Before

 Karyon – Nucleus

 Small, simple, most primitive structure

 First to come from biological evolution about 3.5 billion years ago

 Primitive nuclei without nuclear envelope or membrane.

 Nuclear components are direct contact with cytoplasm

 Lacks of defined cytoplasmic organelles viz. E.R., Golgi apparatus,

Mitochondria, Centrioles, Lysosomes, cytoskeleton, nucleoli, basal bodies etc.





 Varies from organism to organisms

 Ranges from 0.15 – 2 µm.

Mycoplasmas – 0.15 µm.

Chlamydiae - 0.25 µm.

Rickettsiae - 0.45 µm.

Many of Bacteria - 2 µm.



 Vary in shape

 Based on their shapes they are classified into following types ----

1) Cocci

Spherical / rounded

ex. Diplococcus, Staphylococcus, Streptococcus.

2) Bacilli

Rod like bacteria

ex. Bacillus tuberculosis, Clostridium, Salmonella.

3) Spirilla/ Spirochetes

Spiral / wavy/ corkscrew

ex. Treponema pallidum,

4) Vibrios

Comma / bent

ex. Vibrio cholerae







 Only seen under electron microscope.

 Typical prokaryotic cell consist of following components-

1) Outer covering

Consist of 3 layers

I) Plasma membrane

 Protoplast of bacteria is surrounded by a living ultrathin and dynamic plasma membrane.

 Made by lipids and proteins

 Composed of bilayer sheet of phospholipids molecules

 Proteins embedded within lipid bilayer

Shows following infoldings---

a) Mesosomes / Chondrioids

 Extensions of plasma membrane

 Increase plasma membrane surface and enzymatic contents

ex. Nitrosomonas, Rhodopseudomonas

b) Chromatophores

 Photosynthetic pigment, vary in form as vesicles, tubes, stacks, thylakoids

ex. Cyanobacteria.



II) Cell wall

Strong and rigid

Outer covering of the plasma membrane

Contains proteins, lipids and polysaccharides

Mechanical support/ protection and shape to cell.

III) Capsule

In some bacteria, cell wall surrounded by an slime / gel layer called Capsule

Thick, Gummy, Mucilaginous

Secreted by the plasma membrane

Protect cell when it is engulfed by other organisms

Regulating conc. And uptake of essential ions and water

Helps the cell adhere to surfaces and nutrients.





2) Cytoplasm

Plasma membrane encloses a space consisting of hyaloplasm, matrix /

cytosol

Consists of water, proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, RNA molecules

Contains thousands of dense particles called Ribosomes

Ribosomes are site of protein synthesis

Ribosomes contain RNA and proteins

They are 70 S type ( 50 S and 30S subunit)

Presence of chromatophores in photosynthetic bacteria

Reserve materials of bacteria are stored in the cytoplasm in the form of

distinct granules called Inclusion bodies / Storage granules.



3) Nucleoid

Single, Circular and double stranded DNA molecule called as Bacterial

chromosome.

Not separated from the cytosol by nuclear membrane

Nuclear material concentrated in a specific clear region of the

cytoplasm called Nucleoid

Attached at one point of plasma membrane

Does not contain histone proteins

Many bacteria may carry extrachromosomal genetic elements in the

form of small, circular and closed DNA molecule called Plasmids.

Plasmids does not involved in reproduction





4) Flagella
Long, whip like, one/ more protrusion for locomotion
Smaller (15- 20 nm) and simpler organization
Attached by hook and therefore they rotated
Consists of helical tube with single protein called Flagellin
According number and arrangement of flagella in a cell, following 4

types
A) Monotrichous

Single flagellum at one pole of the cell
B) Lophotrichous

Several flagella at the one pole of the cell
C) Amphitrichous

One flagellum at each pole of the cell
D) Peritrichous

All over the surface of cell





5) Pilli / Fimbriae

Hair like structures on the surface of the cell

Non motile but adhesive structures

Enable the bacteria to stick firmly to other bacteria

Help in conjugation, attachment of pathogenic bacteria to their host

cells.



Think B Positive Make Life Positive


